INFELING Diamond Painting Tools 20pcs 5D Diamond Painting
Accessories Kits with 28 Slots Diamond Embroidery Box for DIY Art
Craft Review-2021

Perfect for Diamond Painting - Our diamond painting accessories kit include 10 pieces 1*1 inch
clay,4 pieces diamonds sticky pen,1 piece transparent tool bag,1 piece 28 slots storage boxes,1
piece plastic point tweezers,1 piece green plastic plates,1 piece white plastic plates and 1 piece
blue plastic plates,total 20 pieces,perfect gift ideas!
Huge Storage of the Box - 1 piece of double seal box with 28 grids for painting beads storage. It's
convenient for you apart different diamond, you also can storage painting tools when take out the
small box,no mess anymore with this storage box.
4 Types Diamonds Sticky Pen - Good for a large area with the same color of the diamonds sticky
work,you can stick 1 piece,3 pieces,6 pieces,9 pieces or 14 pieces diamonds at the same time with
the pen, perfect for beginners and professionals.
Simple to Use - Put the diamonds you needed into the plastic plate,gently shake to make the
diamonds arranged in a row;Put the clay on the sticky pen,then use the pen to paste the diamond
and stick it in the place where you want.
Lifetime After-Sales - If you are not 100% satisfied with your diamond painting toolsjust feel free to
contact us and we will gladly get back to you in 24 hours.Package Include:
NOTICE : Please note that this item package doesn't included LED board since the system display
errors.
10 x 1*1 inch glue clay
4 x diamonds sticky pen
1 x transparent tool bag
1 x 28 slots storage boxes
1 x plastic point tweezers
1 x green plastic plates (1.88*3.54 inch)
1 x white plastic plates (2.32*4.17 inch)
1 x big blue plastic plates (3.50*4.33 inch)
No Mess Anymore
Comes with 28 slots storage box and storage bag, convenient for you apart different diamond with
the box and storage painting tools with bag,stores your tools well.
4 Types Diamonds Sticky Pen
You can stick 1 piece, 3 pieces, 6 pieces, 9 pieces or 14 pieces diamonds at the same time with the
pen
3 Types of Plastic Plate
Easy to pour the remaining diamonds into the bag with the opened diamond plate.
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